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Abstract
The most crucial transmission components utilized in rotating machinery are gears and bearings. In a gearbox,
the bearings support the force acting on the gears. Compound Faults in both the gears and bearings may
cause heavy vibration and lead to early failure of components. Despite their importance, these compound
faults are rarely studied since the vibration signals of the compound fault system are strongly dominated
by noise. This work proposes an intelligent approach to fault identification of a compound gear-bearing
system using a novel Bessel kernel-based Time-Frequency Distribution (TFD) called the Bessel transform.
The Time-frequency images extracted using the Bessel transform are used as an input to the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), which classifies the faults. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated
with a case study, and a testing efficiency of 94% is achieved. Further, the proposed method is compared
with the other TFDs and found to be effective.
Keywords: compound gear-bearing faults, Bessel transform, time-frequency distribution, convolutional
neural network.
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1. Introduction

Rotating machinery contains various components that are prone to failure; nevertheless, gears
and bearings are the most common locations of defects. As a result, accurate identification of the
early phases of these components’ defects has recently received much attention. Vibration-based
fault diagnosis is a proven technique for early identification of gear and bearing defects [1,2]. The
three principal vibration-based fault diagnosis approaches are the time domain, frequency domain,
and time-frequency domain. Defective bearings and gears often produce nonstationary signals
because of their fluctuating frequency. The scarcity of information in the time and frequency
domains made recognizing defects with time and frequency domain analysis more complex.
On the other hand, the time-frequency distribution (TFD) blends both the time and frequency
information [3]. Many studies on vibration-based fault diagnosis of gears and bearings have been
conducted.
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Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) [4, 5], Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) [6], Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) [7,8], andContinuousWavelet Transform (CWT) [9,10] are commonly
used to convert the time domain signal into the time-frequency distribution. However, these
methods have their drawbacks. The performance of the STFT depends on the type and length of
the window. The time-frequency bins are linearly spaced and have a consistent time and frequency
resolution in STFT. In contrast, the constant-Q transform (CQT) offers a frequency resolution that
depends on the analysis windows’ centre frequencies being spatially separated geometrically [11].
The WVD generates cross terms, which affects its fault identification potential [7,12]. The DWT
suffers from shift sensitivity and poor directionality [13]. Cohen proposed a generalized model
of the phase-space distribution, and all other time-frequency distributions can be derived from
this [12]. The performance distribution is improved by selecting the suitable time kernel based
on its application. Satish Rajagopalan et al. [12] have proposed a new kernel in Cohen’s phase-
space distribution to suppress the cross-terms time-frequency transform called the Zhao-Atlas-
Marks transform (ZAM) [14]. Zhenyu Guo et al. [15] suggested a novel TFD termed the Bessel
distribution (BD) employing a Bessel function-based kernel. This kernel suppresses the cross-
terms, which improves time-frequency resolution to analyse nonstationary signals effectively.

Many deep learning approaches have been used to classify the TFD images and identify
the faults. Based on the provided dataset, deep learning techniques can automatically extract
the features [16]. To achieve this, researchers used various deep learning techniques. Sai Ma et
al. [17] used a deep residual network for fault diagnosis of a planetary gearbox running under
nonstationary conditions. Li-Hua Wang et al. [18] used a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
along with STFT for fault identification in motors. Iskander Imed Eddine Amarouayache et al. [19]
used CNN for fault diagnosis of bearings. Yahui Zhang et al. [20] applied a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) for the fault classification of a CWRU bearing dataset. Yingkui Gu et al. [21]
used a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) along with signal denoising to effectively
identify bearing faults. Among that, CNN has been proven to be effective for image recognition
problems [22–24]. Wei Zhang et al. [25] suggested that the efficiency of the CNN can be increased
by increasing the amount of data through data augmentation.

Compound faults are still complicated since the multiple systems’ vibration signals are merged.
Haidong Shao et al. [26] proposed an adaptive dual-tree complex wavelet packet transform in the
compound fault diagnosis. Laxmikant S. Dhamande and Mangesh B. Chaudhari [27] compared
the performance of a Continuous Wavelet Transform with a Discrete Wavelet Transform along
with statistical features using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as the classifier in compound
fault identification. They also evaluated the performance of time-frequency domain features
as compared to those of time and frequency domains s and discovered that time-frequency
domain features are more effective. Lu Ou and Dejie Yu [28] used a graph Fourier transform-
based extraction technique to identify compound faults. Ali Dibaj et al. [29] and Juan Xu et
al. [30] utilized a convolutional neural network (CNN) as a classifier for identifying compound
defects. Ruyi Huang et al. [31] proposed a deep capsule network and ensemble learning for
compound defects. Ruyi Huang et al. [32] proposed a Deep Decoupling Convolutional Neural
Network for decoupling the compound faults. A deep transfer learning method called transferable
capsule network is employed by Ruyi Huang et al. [33]. Ruyi Huang et al. [34] also proposed
a deep adversarial capsule network to further improve compound defects’ classification potential.
Lingli Cui et al. [35] introduced an adapted dictionary-free orthogonal matching pursuit and
0-1 programming for compound gear-bearing fault identification. Baihong Zhong et al. [36]
developed a deep progressive shrinkage learning method for identifying compound faults with
intense background noise. Prasad V. Shinde and Ramchandra G. Desavale [37] combined a matrix
method of dimensional analysis with a support vector machine (SVM) to investigate unbalance
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and misalignment present in the system. To effectively identify the compound faults, a durable
TFD transform and feature selection are required to obtain trustworthy information about the
faults.

The more complicated but actual situation of compound gear-bearing faults is considered in
this work. This is a severe condition that will lead to the system failing sooner than single or
multiple emerging faults in individual components. This work proposes a novel TFD transform
using the Bessel kernel to obtain the time-frequency domain signals to identify compound gear-
bearing faults effectively. The effectiveness of the time-frequency transformation is then tested
by employing a fine-tuned CNN as a classifier. Further, the effectiveness of the proposed Bessel
transform-based fault identification is compared with the CWT, CQT and Smoothed-pseudoWVD
(SPWVD) transform-based fault identification. The results show that the proposed Bessel TFD
transform outperforms traditional TFD transforms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the methods proposed
in this paper. Section 3 discusses the experimental studies carried out. Section 4 analyses the
proposed method’s performance and compares it to the CWT, CQT and SPWVD transform-
based approaches. The results show that the proposed Bessel transform-based fault identification
method is more effective in detecting compound gear-bearing faults. Conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2. Proposed methodology

The proposed approach to identifying compound gear-bearing defects using Time-Frequency
domain analysis is shown in Fig. 1. At first, vibration signals are acquired from a data acquisition
system. Then the signals are converted into TFD using the Bessel transform. Finally, the CNN is
enforced to classify the TFD images to identify the fault conditions of the system. The various
stages of the proposed fault identification method are detailed below.

Fig. 1. Proposed methodology.

2.1. Time-frequency domain analysis using Bessel transform

This work proposes a novel time-frequency domain called the Bessel transform to convert
the time domain vibration signals into TFD. The Bessel transform has evolved by implementing
a Bessel function-based kernel in Cohen’s class distribution. The Bessel kernel handles non-
stationary signals effectively by achieving high time-frequency resolution and eliminating cross
terms. The general form of Cohen’s class of distributions is given in (1) [38]. The time signal is
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represented by 𝑓 (`), and its complex conjugate is 𝑓 ∗ (`).
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where 𝜔 – instantaneous frequency, 𝑡 – instantaneous time, 𝜏 – running time, b – frequency, ` –
position variables employed in the integration, and Φ(b, 𝜏) – kernel deciding on the distribution.

The Bessel distribution is obtained by substituting the Bessel kernel in Cohen’s distribution
class [15]. The Bessel kernel is given by

Φ(b, 𝜏) = 𝐽1 (2𝜋𝛼b𝜏)
𝜋𝛼b𝜏

, (2)

where 𝐽1 – a first kind Bessel function, 𝛼 – a scaling factor greater than 0.

2.2. Fault classification using CNN

CNN is a deep neural network distinguished by the structure of neurons with trainable
weights and biases. Researchers have created many CNN architectures for applications like shape
identification, image processing, and video analysis. Each CNN comprises a set of convolution
layers, batch normalization layer, activation layer, pooling layer and fully connected layers. Each
layer in the CNN is explored briefly below.

2.2.1. Convolutional layer

As an input to the following layer, the convolutional layer convolves the input feature map
using learnable convolutional kernels to produce several new feature maps. The activation function
obtains the output after convolutional processes [19].

In general, the following equation can describe the mathematical model of the convolutional
layer.

𝑥𝑙𝑗 = 𝑓
©«
∑︁
𝑖∈𝑀 𝑗

𝑥𝑙−1
𝑖 ∗ 𝑘 𝑙𝑖 𝑗 + 𝑏𝑙𝑗

ª®¬ (3)

where 𝑥𝑙
𝑗
indicates the l-th feature in the 𝑗-th layer, * denotes the convolution operation, 𝑀 are the

input features, 𝑘 is the convolution kernel, 𝑏 is the bias term, and 𝑓 is the non-linear activation
function.

2.2.2. Batch normalization layer

The batch normalization layer is intended to diminish internal covariance shift and quicken
deep neural network training. Typically, this layer is introduced just before the activation unit
and follows the convolutional or fully-connected layer. The conversion of the batch normalization
layer is stated as follows:

𝑘𝑖 =
𝑥𝑖 − `
√
𝜎2 + 𝜖

(4)

and
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛾𝑘𝑖 + 𝛽, (5)

where, 𝑦𝑖 is the output of each neuron, 𝛾 and 𝛽 are scale and shift coefficients, ` and 𝜎 represent
the mean and variance of the samples, respectively, and 𝜖 is the numerical stability constant.
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2.2.3. Activation layer

An activation layer empowers the network to acquire a non-linear expression of the input
signal to improve the capacity for representation and make the acquired features more separable
using an activation function. The ReLU activation function is utilized in this work because it is
quicker than alternative activation functions and does not have gradient vanishing issues [22].
The ReLU activation function may be represented as follows

𝑓 (𝑥) =
{
𝑥, 𝑥 ≥ 0
0, 𝑥 ≤ 0

, (6)

where 𝑥 is the output of the batch normalization layer and 𝑓 (𝑥) is the activation of 𝑥.

2.2.4. Pooling layer

Typically, the pooling layer is positioned between two convolution layers that follow one
another. Its purpose is to lower the size and quantity of trainable parameters for a CNN. The
following equation can express the pooling transformation:

𝑥𝑙+1
𝑗 = 𝑝

(
𝑥𝑙𝑗

)
, (7)

where, 𝑝(𝑥𝑙
𝑗
) indicates the pooling operation and 𝑥𝑙+1

𝑗
is 𝑗-th feature of the 𝑙 + 1 layer. This work

uses the max-pooling function which chooses the maximum of the restricted region as a feature
input for the subsequent layers.

2.2.5. Fully connected layer

A traditional feed-forward neural network is employed in the fully connected layer of a CNN,
which is used for classification. The output employs the softmax function as an activation function.
The process of the fully connected layer is given as:

𝑥𝑙 = 𝑓

(
𝑤𝑙𝑥𝑙−1 + 𝑏𝑙

)
(8)

where 𝑓 is the activation function, 𝑤𝑙 and 𝑏𝑙 are the weight and bias of the fully connected layer,
respectively. The layer uses softmax as the activation function and is expressed as follows:

𝜎
(
𝑧 𝑗
)
=

𝑒𝑧 𝑗

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑒𝑧𝑘

, (9)

where 𝑒𝑧𝑘 is the exponential function enforced to the input vector, 𝑧 𝑗 is the input vector, and 𝑘 is
the number of classes in the classification.

The architecture of the CNN used in this work is shown in Fig. 2. The input layer is 128×128×3
pixels in size, with 3 denoting a colourful image. All convolutional layers’ kernels are of size
5 × 5. In the first convolution layer, 32 kernels are used, followed by 64 kernels in the second
convolution layer and 128 kernels in the third convolution layer. The suggested CNN offers a batch
normalizing layer following each convolution layer. The ReLU activation function is used in the
suggested CNN, which speeds it up and lessens the vanishing gradient issue. After each activation
layer, the max-pooling layer of size 2 × 2 and stride 2 is applied. The CNN uses four completely
connected layers with 1000, 500, 100, and 5 neurons each. There is a softmax layer used before
the classification layer.
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Fig. 2. Proposed architecture of the CNN.

3. Experimental studies

3.1. Description of the experimental setup

An experimental setup to simulate the effect of compound faults was established to prove the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup.

The system has a single-stage spur gearbox and transmits the power from a motor of 0.5hp to
a gearbox through a belt drive. SAE 40 oil is used as a lubricant in the gearbox. A piezoelectric
accelerometer (CTC AC 115-1D) of 100 mV/g sensitivity is mounted on the bearing of the gearbox
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to record the vibration signal. A signal conditioning unit is used to connect the accelerometer to
a laptop. The details of gears and bearing are stated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Details of the gear and the pinion.

Parameters Gear Pinion
Number of teeth 40 20

Module 2.8 mm
Pressure angle 20◦

Material Mild steel

Table 2. Details of the bearing.

Parameters Details
Bearing number SKF 6204
Pitch diameter 34.695 mm
Ball diameter 8 mm

Number of balls 8

3.2. Data acquisition

Two defective pinions and bearings are considered to measure the faulty systems’ vibration
response. A depth of 1 mm on either side of a tooth is removed along the flank face to represent
the worn-out tooth, as illustrated in Fig. 4a).

The broken tooth gear was created by cutting a section of 9 mm in width and 2 mm in depth
from the face of the gear tooth, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. The inner and outer race cracks in bearings
are created using wire-cut EDM at a depth of 3 mm and a thickness of 0.2 5mm, as illustrated in
Fig. 4c and d. The individual faults are combined to simulate the effect of compound faults, as
listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Compound fault conditions.

Health Condition Description
1 Healthy gear and bearing
2 Gear with a worn-out tooth and bearing with an inner race fault
3 Gear with a worn-out tooth and bearing with an outer race fault
4 Gear with a broken tooth and bearing with an inner race fault
5 Gear with a broken tooth and bearing with an outer race fault

A healthy gear and a healthy bearing were employed in Health Condition 1 to measure the
vibration response of a fault-free system. In Health Condition 2, the healthy gear was replaced
with a worn-out tooth gear, the healthy bearing was replaced with an inner race fault, and the
vibration signals were recorded. Likewise, in Health Conditions 3, 4 and 5 the healthy gear
and bearing were replaced with the defective ones, and the vibration signals were recorded. The
motor speed and the sampling frequency for all health conditions was set to 540 rpm and 4096 Hz,
respectively. Fig. 5 shows the raw vibration signals measured. Several trials were executed, and
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4. Defective pinions and bearings: a) worn-out tooth, b) broken tooth, c) inner race fault, d) outer race fault.

a) b)

c) d)

e)

Fig. 5. Raw vibration signals: a) Condition 1, b) Condition 2, c) Condition 3, d) Condition 4, e) Condition 5.
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the raw vibration signals were recorded. The recorded vibration signals were then sliced with
overlap to enrich the training samples in each condition. Each sample had 1024 data points, while
the training samples had an overlap of 512 data points.

4. Results and discussion

The Bessel Transform was employed to convert the time domain signal into TFD. For each
condition, 400 TFD images were extracted and saved for analysis. Examples of Bessel-TFD
images for all the Health Conditions are given in Fig. 6. In Health Condition 1, the operating
frequency (𝐹𝑜) is where the highest energy density is seen, as seen in Fig. 6a. As indicated in
Figs. 6b and 6d, the highest energy density in Conditions 2 and 4 is observed at the Gear Mesh
frequency (𝐹𝑔), bearing inner race fault frequency (𝐹𝑏𝑖), and its harmonics. In the case of Health
Conditions 3 and 5, as indicated in Fig. 6c and 6e, the most significant energy density is seen in
the Gear Mesh frequency (𝐹𝑔), bearing outer race fault frequency (𝐹𝑏𝑜), and its harmonics.

The details of training, validation and testing data are specified in Table 4. At the next stage
holdout validation and testing were performed. 80% of the total images were used for training,
10% for validation, and 10% for testing the CNN. During the training process, the layers were
set as displayed in Fig. 2. Three sets of convolutional layers, batch normalization layers, ReLU
activation layers, maximum pooling layers and four fully connected layers were used. Finally,
a softmax layer was used before the classification layer. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001,
the maximum number of epochs was 100, and the validation frequency was 10. The Adam
stochastic optimization algorithm was used to reduce the loss function. Five trials were executed,
and the mean accuracy was considered as the concluding result.

Table 4. Details of the dataset.

Health Condition Training Images (80%) Validation Images (10%) Testing Images (10%)
1 320 40 40

2 320 40 40

3 320 40 40

4 320 40 40

5 320 40 40

Total 1600 200 200

The training and validation accuracy of Trial 1 is shown in Fig. 7a and 7b. A final training
accuracy of 100% and a validation accuracy of 97% were obtained in this trial. Further, the
training loss and the validation loss for Trial 1 are shown in Fig. 7c and 7d. A final training loss
of 8.09E-05 and a validation loss of 0.128 was obtained in Trail 1. Finally, the average validation
accuracy for 5 trials was 96%.

The confusion matrix for trial 1 is illustrated in Fig. 8. The testing was conducted for all trails
using the testing images after the training had been complete. In Trial 1, a testing efficiency of
95% was attained, and average testing efficiency of 94% was attained after five trials.

Further, the comparison of the proposed method with other TFDs is given in Fig. 9a and 9b.
With all the TFDs, the CNN was applied with the same architecture and hyperparameters to find
the validation and testing accuracies. Compared to the CWT, CQT, and SPWVD, the suggested
Bessel transform-based technique has higher validation and testing accuracy for compound gear-
bearing fault diagnosis.
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Fig. 6. Bessel-TFD of the vibration signals: a) Condition 1, b) Condition 2, c) Condition 3, d) Condition 4,
e) Condition 5.

Hence, in the time-frequency domain, a suitable kernel function could be used to produce
a time-frequency distribution with the desired properties. Further, using a time-frequency smooth-
ing kernel function is crucial to suppress the cross-terms. As the cross-terms are successfully
neglected with the Bessel transform while maintaining the auto terms with high precision, the
performance of the Bessel transform is higher than that of the other transforms.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 7. Performance of trial 1: a) training accuracy, b) validation accuracy, c) training loss, d) validation loss.

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of testing results in Trial 1.
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a) b)

Fig. 9. Comparison of accuracies: a) Validation, b) Testing.

5. Conclusions

This research proposed an intelligent compound gear-bearing fault identification approach
through Bessel Kernel-Based Time-Frequency Distribution and Convolutional Neural Networks.
The Bessel transform was used in the proposed approach to convert the unprocessed time-domain
vibration signals into TFD images. The CNN was used as a classifier to identify the faults using
the extracted images. In CNN, 80% of the total images were used for training, 10% for validation
and 10% for testing. A case study was used to verify the proposed approach, and the proposed
approach effectively identified the faults. An average testing efficiency of 94% was attained in
CNN using the extracted images.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach in identifying the compound gear-bearing faults
was then compared with the CWT, CQT and PSWVD-based fault identification. The proposed
Bessel transform-based method outperforms the other approaches. The industry needs for this
proposed approach are high since numerous systems are vulnerable to compound gear-bearing
problems. The effectiveness of this method can be increased in the future by eliminating the
noises present in the vibration signals using advanced decomposition algorithms.
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